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Ice Storage
www.ecotherm.com

The leading brand for individual hot water, steam & solar
systems for hotels, hospitals and industrial applications.
ECOTHERM amazes its customers with „Individual Heat Transfer Solutions“ for hot water and steam generation.
The following advantages mark these solutions:
Individuality
ECOTHERM produces extensive turnkey systems as well
as separate components. Each plant is specifically aligned
to the customer’s individual requirements. The base is our
own production facility in Austria and a wide product portfolio, which enables the combination of all relevant energy
sources such as oil, gas, electricity and renewable energies.
Premium quality
Amongst others, our High Capacity Water Heaters are made
of high quality stainless steel and guarantee a long-life cycle
and perfect hygiene. ECOTHERM is certified to ISO 9001 :
2015 with all European standards. Our products fully comply
with the requirements of the European Pressure Equipment
Directive 2014/68/EC or ASME Sect. VIII Div. 1. Our own test
bench assures highest quality and reliability.
Innovation
We are always open to new ideas, we constantly investigate new technologies and we develop path-breaking and
future-oriented products. Many patents are the result of the
in-house innovation management. With an elaborated 3D
visualization and Virtual Reality, ECOTHERM systems can
be guided and controlled at all times.
Premium service
Clients benefit from our extensive service at consulting,
planning, engineering, supervision and training. ECOTHERM
regularly improves the know-how of its partners and clients
with selective trainings.
Efficiency
ECOTHERM has slim decision-making structures. Consequent research and development work permanently optimize the energy efficiency and the durability of the products.
ECOTHERM turnkey solutions offer an optimal cost-benefit
ratio.

Experience
With thousands of installations in the last 30 years in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, North Africa and Central America,
ECOTHERM has become the leading brand in technology
and innovation for individual hot water, steam and solar
solutions. The ECOTHERM team is continuously refreshing
their know-how with exceptional trainings and seminars
that the ECOTHERM Academy provides.
Reliability
ECOTHERM systems are monitored all around the clock
and can be serviced at low cost, quickly and efficiently with
an advanced control panel. Our products and plants have
low maintenance requirements.
Sustainability
ECOTHERM products help our customers save energy and
money. We save valuable resources by using renewable energies. ECOTHERM high-performance plants have minimal
space requirements and provide maximum energy savings.
When planning new products, ECOTHERM engineers take
all the qualitative and economic principles into account in
accordance with the ecological principles.
Partnership
We live in a partnership with all our customers, suppliers
and employees. This relationship is characterized by honesty, commitment, openness, trust and reliability. The object
is a joint long-term success.
Internationality
The international alignment of ECOTHERM with branches
in Dubai, Mexico and Hungary and further partners in more
than 25 countries is the base for our flexible and efficient
project implementation.
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Turnkey Hot Water, Steam and Solar Systems
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High Capacity Water Heaters

Storage Water Heaters

Electric Water Heaters

Direct Fired Water Heaters

Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers

Spiral Flat Heating Coils

Pressure Vessels

Insulation

Electric Boilers

Clean Steam Generators

Ice Storage

Heat Recovery

Solar Steam &
Solar Process Heating

City Water Cooler

Special Constructions

Accessories

Use, mode of operation and system sizes
Use of ice storage
The demand for cooling and heat transfer systems is constantly growing. The
area of application is broad and includes
sectors of the food industry, industrial
cooling requirements as well as cooling
and heating requirements from commercial, public and private sectors.

excellent properties. According to their
aggregate state - liquid or solid - they
are referred to as liquid storage or ice
storage. In general, heat accumulators
are used for the long-term or mediumterm storage of energy and to compensate for peak loads.

Heat storage systems, which belong to
the group of seasonal storage systems,
offer a possibility to store surplus
renewable energy. Water is used as
the working medium because of its

The importance of ice storage lies in
its compact design. Due to their high
storage capacity, ice storages are
much smaller than conventional liquid
storages.

600 m3 sensitive cold storage

4m

Due to the utilisation of latent heat (heat
conversion during icing or melting), ice
storage systems have a much higher
energy density than comparable liquid
storage systems, as shown below by
way of example.

100 m3 ice storage

4m

14 m

6m

Energy storage with usable temperature gradient of ∆T = 14°C
Q = m . DT . cp
35 112 000 kJ = 9753.3kWh
Required storage volume per kWh
61.5 l/kWh

Q = m . DT . cp + m . qs
38 852 000kJ = 10782kWh
Required storage volume per kWh
9.3 l/kWh
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Working methods of ice storage in cooling application
The mode of operation must be adapted to the respective load profile.

Figure 1 (random cooling load profile)

In general, the chiller covers the building
base load. In 24-hour operation, the ice
storage is charged during times when
there is no cooling demand (always
during the night). With the charged

ice storage, the required peak load
coverage is realized during the day. In
principle, two modes of operation are
used. This is exemplified by the cooling
load profile shown in Figures 3 to 4.

The load profile shown in Figure 2 can
be used approximately for administrative buildings, office buildings, trade and
commerce, hotels and restaurants.

Nominal building cooling load
(design point of the chiller without storage tank)

Figure 2 : Cooling load profile of a commercial air conditioning system [ EENERGY].

Note: During the day, the cooling demand increases with the external heat input, A small peak at 7.00 h is the heat accumulated at night.
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Full load storage

(design point of the chiller
with storage tank)

Figure 3 : Full load storage

If full load storage is aimed for, the
design point for the chiller for this
load profile is 0.74 times the building‘s

nominal load. In the case of full load
storage, the charging of the ice storage
required to cover the building cooling

load takes place exclusively during the
night hours.

Partial load storage
With partial load storage, on the other hand, the chiller operates continuously for 24 hours. The design point for the chiller is
0.35 times the building‘s nominal load.

(design point of the chiller
with storage tank)

Figure 4 : Partial load storage

The required performance of the heat
pumps for both operating methods
is significantly lower than that of conventional systems without storage. In
addition to smaller chillers, the peak
electrical load is reduced by up to ab-

out 50% compared with conventional
systems (with partial load storage). In
addition, by equalizing the load profile
over 24 hours, it is possible to take advantage of the more favorable working
prices of the low tariffs at night. The

magnitudes of the listed effects depend
on the respective cooling load profiles.
ECOTHERM ice storage systems cover
a wide range of load profiles.
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Mode of operation of ice storage during heating
Ice storage heaters for houses
The energy sources of ice storage
heaters are water-filled cisterns buried
in the ground with a capacity of about
10-15 m3. A cooling or heating bundle
integrated into the tank and flowed
through with cooling sole takes over
the ice formation. The defrosting - regeneration is supported on the one hand

by the heat flowing in from the ground,
on the other hand the necessary regeneration heat can also be brought in
from air - or sun absorbers. By utilizing
the latent heat, which occurs during the
change of aggregate state from liquid
to solid, ice storages have a considerably larger energy storage capacity than

comparable liquid storages. In addition,
they are characterized by a constant
temperature of energy release at about
0°C.
This can lead to significantly higher
annual coefficients of performance,
especially for air-source heat pumps.
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Figure 5 : Example: Ice storage heat pump heating system

Figure 6 : Example: Ice storage heat pump heating system

1 Heat pump, 2 Buffer tank, 3 Absorber flow line,
4 Absorber return line, 5 Manhole cover, 6 Storage tank
7 Solar air absorber
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Figure 7 : Type.icing and temperature profile during heating and cooling period
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Heating period: During the heating period, sensible heat from the storage tank is dissipated
with a heat pump from Oct. to mid-Dec. From
mid-Dec. to the end of Apr. the latent heat of the
storage tank is dissipated with a heat pump and
thus an icing of the storage tank is caused. The
max. icing rate is approx. 90%.
Cooling period 1: in cooling period 1 the cooling
demand is covered by the melting heat without
a heat pump. In addition, the regeneration of the
storage tank takes place by means of ambient
heat.
Cooling period 2: in cooling period 2 the cooling
demand is covered by the HP. The ice storage can
be used mainly to compensate for peak loads.
A storage temp. limitation of approx. 14°C
prevents unwanted algae growth. The explosive
effect of the ice due to its expansion is counteracted by limiting the icing rate.

Heat pump heating systems predominantly use surface heating systems.
These can also be used for room cooling
without conversion measures. Ice storage can make a significant contribution

to increasing energy efficiency, as it can
be used for both heating and cooling.
Ice storage tanks do not require any
official regulations regarding water protection.Ice storages are characterized

by low space requirements and are
therefore suitable for dense low-rise
buildings (Oö ROG1994§22).

Structure of ECOTHERM Ice Storage

Figure 8 : ECOTHERM flat coil cooling bundle

The energy storage is done by ECOTHERM spiral flat registers, ,where both processes - „INTERNAL MELTING“ or „EXTERNAL MELTING“ are used as required.

INTERNAL MELTING
When charging the accumulator, a cooling brine of about -4°
to-6 °C causes the complete icing around the bundle.
When the accumulator is unloaded, the melting takes place
through the „warm“ cooling brine returning from the consumer from the bundle.
EXTERNAL MELTING
The accumulator is also charged by means of a cooling brine
of about -4° to -6°, without complete icing.
Unloading is carried out by means of return water heated
by the consumer,which directly initiates the melting process.

Figure 8 : Scheme cooling brine-water-ice
„internal melt“, „external melt“

Ice
Water
Brine
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Figure 9 : Sectional view of a standard ECOTHERM ICE MEMORY

Different ice storage capacities are
realized with the ECOTHERM standard
kits, whereby the required ice storage
capacities are ensured by parallel or
series connection of standard kits.
In order to improve the charging and
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discharging
performances,
ECOTHERM ICE STORAGE SYSTEMS are
equipped with air injection or internal
water circulation.The standard design
of ECOTHERM ICE STORAGE (Figure
9) is the cylindrical design with integ-

rated flat coil bundle.The storage tank
is delivered with small base frame ,and
fully insulated. The tanks are made
entirely of stainless steel. The loading
and unloading status is determined by
a water level indicator.

ECOTHERM flat coils are also used for cistern ice storage and adapted to the
respective cooling load requirements.
Ice storage tanks in container design are built as special designs.

Structure of ECOTHERM Ice Storage / Heating and Cooling
[6] 22000 kWh

[3]

1 Ice storage - 100 m3
2 Heat pump incl. regulation
[7] 2250 kWh

[10] -8970 kWh

[5] 50560 kWh

3 Solar air absorber
4 Ice storage - heat pump
5 Total energy heat pump - building
6 Direct operation heat pump
7 Solar collector - ice storage

[2]
[9] -1000 kWh

8 Heat recovery from the ground
9 Heat loss into the ground

[1]

[8] 5900 kWh

10 „Green Cooling

[4] 17080 kWh

How does ice storage heating work?
Ice storage heating consists of a cistern
buried in the ground, a heat pump,
the necessary heating and cooling
elements, as well as the necessary
components for the regeneration of the
storage tank.
In the tank there are heat transfer surfaces through which brine circulates.
This is a frost-proof liquid. The heat
exchanger surfaces, in turn, consist of
a withdrawal heat exchanger and a regeneration heat exchanger. The carrier
medium for the generated heat or cold
is water, which is filled into the cistern.

As soon as the ice storage tank is
put into operation, the extraction
heat exchanger withdraws its thermal
energy from the water. As a result,
the temperature drops with each pass
and the water begins to freeze. The
regeneration heat exchanger, on the
other hand, supplies heat to the cistern
via a ground probe or through a solar
air absorber. Since the concrete cistern
is not insulated, the resulting ice can
thaw even faster.
The thawing process generates heat
energy again. This heat, as well as the

heat extracted from the water, is sent
to a heat pump. There it ensures that
the refrigerant evaporates. After evaporation, the refrigerant is compressed.
This process increases the heat energy
of the refrigerant .The heat generated
in this way is then transferred to the
heating water via another heat exchanger or used for water heating.
After the refrigerant has released the
heat energy, it is expanded so that the
cycle of heat absorption and release
begins again.

What are the advantages of ice storage?
- Safe and efficient heat generation
- Environmentally friendly operation
- Use of free heat sources
- Installation usually does not require a permit
- Regeneration process can be repeated as often as required
- High subsidies possible
- Can be used for cooling in summer
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Example of an ice storage tank made of steel
Standard type

EISS-1000

EISS-2000

EISS-3000

EISS-5000

Type

stainless steel tank

stainless steel tank

stainless steel tank

stainless steel tank

Installation

in the building

in the building

in the building

in the building

Application

Mainly for cooling

Mainly for cooling

Mainly for cooling

Mainly for cooling

Total storage capacity

kWh

max. 85

max. 170

max. 255

max. 425

Sensible storage capacity*

kWh

10

20

30

50

Latent storage capacity**

kWh

max. 75

max. 150

max. 225

max. 375

Outer diameter

m

1,1

1,5

1,6

2

Total height

m

2

2

2,6

2,9

Operating weight

kg

ca. 1020

ca. 2030

ca. 3100

ca. 4800

Ice mass

kg

ca. 826

ca. 1653

ca. 2480

ca. 4132

Heat exchange surface

m2

12

25

35

50

*without sensitive heat from ice and apparatus
**at approx.65% icing

Example of an ice storage tank made of concrete
Standard type
Type

EISZ-4700

EISZ-6500

EISZ-8000

EISZ-12500

Concrete cistern

Concrete cistern

Concrete cistern

Concrete cistern

50

65

80

125

Area of exchange

m

Total volume

Liter

4700

6500

8000

12500

Total storage capacity

kWh

max.400

max. 550

max.680

max.1050

Sensitive storage capacity*

kWh

47

65

80

125

Latent storage capacity**

kWh

max. 353

max. 485

max. 600

max. 925

Outer diameter

m

2

2

2

2,5

Height (buried in soil)

m

2,25

2,8

3,3

3,3

Operating weight

kg

ca. 5500

ca. 6500

ca. 7500

ca. 10000

Ice mass***

kg

ca. 3880

ca. 5370

ca. 6600

ca. 10320

2

*without sensible heat from ice and cistern with internals
**with approx.65% icing
***regeneration via soil and air absorber
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What are the possible applications for ice storage?
In order for an ice storage heater to
work as efficiently as possible, it should
only be used in energy-efficient as well
as well-insulated buildings.
This is because an ice storage heater
is combined with a heat pump. This
results in very low flow temperatures.
In an uninsulated house, heat losses
could not be compensated for in this
way. At the same time, the compressor
of the heat pump would have to perform more and it would consume more
electricity. It makes sense to use an ice
storage tank primarily in new buildings
that are heated with panel heating, i.e.
underfloor or wall heating. In addition,
there must be sufficient space for the
cistern in the garden. While the ice

storage tank supplies its energy to the
heat pump in winter through crystallization heat, the cold can be used to
cool the building in summer. Again, it is
advantageous if the ice storage system
is used in energy efficient homes.
To use the ice storage for cooling, less
regeneration heat is generated. Rather,
the heat of the building is supplied to
the storage tank.

increases the future need for suitable
storage technologies, including cold
storage. Ice storage systems are
significantly smaller than liquid storage
systems due to the use of latent heat
(energy conversion during melting or
ice formation), which can be used in
many areas where cooling is required.
However, the latent heat also opens
applications for heating by means of air
heat pumps.

ECOTHERM has added ice storage
technology to its product range. This
storage technology can significantly
contribute to energy efficiency improvement in selected applications. The
increasing trend towards renewable
energy - especially PV electricity - also

Ice Storage enables:

This is associated with:

•
•
•

•
•
•

Covering peak cooling loads
Use of favorable night electricity tariffs
Use of surplus PV electricity

Plant downsizing
Reduction of acquisition costs for cooling units
Reduction of operating costs

Ice storage: costs and funding opportunities
Since ice storage heaters have a relatively complex structure and different
technology is used, the initial costs
are higher than for a conventional heat
pump. Homeowners should budget at

least 10,000 euros for the construction of the cistern, including the tubular
technology. In addition, there is the
purchase of a brine-to-water heat pump
and heat probes. Here again costs of

approximately 10,000 euro can come.
Federal and state subsidies are available
and amount to several thousand euros.

Conclusion: Is an ice storage system worthwhile as a heating system?
Ice storage can also improve the performance of a heat pump in winter. And in
summer, the storage tank can provide
cooling in the house. Those who are

not afraid of the higher investment
costs and the greater installation effort
can benefit from an environmentally
friendly heating system that is cost-ef-

fective in operation and comfortable
with ice storage heating.
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Ice storage in use for milk cooling in agriculture
Initial situation
The milk produced in the morning and
evening has to be cooled from approx.
38°C to approx. 5°C in a cooling tank.
This is currently done by means of
electricity-driven cooling units.
Depending on the quantity, the cooled
milk is collected from the dairy at 1-day
or 2-day intervals. After each cooling
tank is emptied, it is cleaned with 60 °
hot water.
Project
In order to increase energy efficiency in
agriculture, the energy required for cooling and cleaning is to be provided by
PV electricity, which is to be consumed
as much as possible on the farm.

The required ice build-up is done by
heating surfaces switched as evaporators, which are vertically flown through
from bottom to top ( direct evaporator ).

PV electricity is not available at milking-related cooling times. Therefore,
the required cooling demand is to be
provided by an ice storage, which is
charged during the day by means of
PV electricity, whereby buffering for
sunless days is also planned.

Further application possibilities:
• Cooling requirements in fermentation technology
• Cooling requirements in the food
industry
• Cooling requirements in food department stores

The waste heat from the cooling unit is
to be used to heat the cleaning water,
with the residual heating to approx.
60 ° being provided by PV electricity.
ECOTHERM plans and delivers the
above mentioned complete plant and
also commissions it.
Planned integration of the cooling tank
to the cooling unit.

Source: LKOÖ ( Landwirtschaftskammer OÖ )

Figure: Milk cooler by means of ice storage

Rough guide values for power requirements for 30 dairy cows
Cooling capacity:
Cooling hours: 		
Total energy demand:

5 kW 			
2920 h 			
14 600 kWh 		

Total savings potential: 25 900 kWh
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Heating capacity (cleaning):
Heating hours (cleaning): 		
Total energy demand (cleaning):

20 kW
560 kW
11 300 kWh

System diagram ice storage in use for milk cooling
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